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GaussuinQuadraturth

General form of quadrature rules 4 11dx x Wjfk
Innodes

inweights

This rule can be made exact for certain functions

E If cosx dx WjcosXj then x can be anything

and Wj cos x dx

a number

Once the node xj are determined finding the cornet wj's
such that f fu are integrated exactly reguin only
solving a linear system

E If the quadrature rule fabffxdx Wjfk

is exact for f fi fz fm then it must be

the case that
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A quadratic rule of the form fabflxdx wjflxj
is called Gaussian if it is exact for 2n linearly

independent functions

How is this possible Nonlinear optimizationfoot finding
I e find weights and nods simultaneously so that
2n integrals are computed exactly

pecialcany Integrating the functions I x X x exactly

polynomials of degree
Less than or equal to 2n I

The key to deriving Gaussian quadrature rules for polynomial
is orthogonalpolynomials

Gtheorem If x Xu are the zeros roots of Pn the
degree in Legendre polynomial then the formula
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is exact for polynomials of degree 2u 1 or less

Exeat for 2in linearly independent functions

Legendre Polynomials are the set of polynomial which an

orthogonal on the interval C1,1 with Pokal Pdx X



and Put He 21 x Rhd Paix Three term
recurrence

Thisthree term recurrence can be derived from GrumSchmidt
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and pojectoff

So Pdx x gzip 1g pj p the Po P coupon

and in general Pn x gynij

gnlxt.nu

Instead of using gn x get gin x Pi
degreeu 1 polynomial

degreein
polynomial

So fr n 23,4

set Pnlxlaxpiixl I.io xPi PjPj
f'xPlx Pjlxldx

and then normalize Pj I
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why is this procedure better



This scheme is better because bycoust Pm is orthogonal

to all polynomials of degree In 2

Any polynomial of degree E u 2 can be written as a

linear combination of Po P Paz Their functions are all

orthogonal to Pay
So xPi Pj Pi xp 0 if jen 3

This means that the Grum Schmidtprocess simplifies
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Threeterm recurrence meaning Ph can

be calculated from Pn and Puz

As we had before Put.CH 22 x Pix YIPu in

Back to Gaussian Quadratures

Proof of theoremhtt Let f be a polynomial of degree 12N l
This implies that f gPu tr where

desalinates BYngP i
so if Xj is a root of Pn then
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0 since deglglen I
Now integrate

f dx e f9111711 dx t fready
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Now ginn the choice of our weights eviler

Irandx wjrh.gl Wjfhgl

But Wj was chosen to give an exact integral for any
polynomial of degree ten 1 From the Newton Cotes construction

Tosummarizee On the interval f 1,1 the npoint
Gaussian Quadrature inteyrule l X X x2 exactly where

the notes x an the roots of Pu and the weights can

be precomputed from Newton Cotes

A Example Chebyshev Polynomials

Chebyshev polynomial are orthogonal C1,17 with weight
function wld

Let x be the roots of Tn Then the weights are
X Xe
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Then the quadrature rule

f x dx E Wjfk is exact for f a

polynomial of degree C Zn la


